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WHO IS WARREN STRELOW?

WHAT IS THE WARREN STRELOW NATIONAL GOALTENDING CAMP?

This is a select camp made up of the top goaltenders in each age group eligible for 
international play. The elite four-day camp will cover both physical and mental aspects of 
goaltending, helping each player master the fundamentals of the position while developing a 
personal identity that translates to in-game success. The camp consists of on-ice drill training 
and off-ice breakout classroom sessions that aid in learning the position. There will also be 
keynote speakers to offer their expertise in various forms of the games.  

2017 CAMP SCHEDULE
DATE TIME ACTIVITY

Wednesday, May 10 All day Staff arrivals and meetings

Thursday, May 11 Morning
2:30 - 5 p.m.

Staff meetings, player arrivals
Ice sessions

Friday, May 12 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:30 - 5 p.m.

On-ice/off-ice sessions
Break-Out Sessions 
On-ice/off-ice sessions

Saturday, May 13 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:30 - 5 p.m.

On-ice/off-ice sessions
Break-Out Sessions 
On-ice/off-ice sessions

Sunday, May 14 8 - 10:30 a.m.
12 p.m.

On-ice sessions
Player and staff departures

A more detailed schedule will be provided prior to the camp.

Warren Strelow served as the goaltending coach for the 1980 U.S. Olympic team in Lake Placid, 
NY.  In 1983, Strelow was hired by the Washington Capitals and became the first full time goal-
tending coach in the NHL. He also coached for the New Jersey Devils and the San Jose Sharks 
before passing away in 2007.  
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HOTEL INFORMATION

Holiday Inn Express & Suites 
15100 Beck Road

Plymouth, Michigan
48170

(734) 969-8100

The Holiday Inn Express & Suites is located across the parking lot from USA Hockey Arena. All 
players will be staying in double rooms with another player for the duration of the camp.

USA HOCKEY ARENA & CJ’S BREWING CO.

14900 Beck Rd.,
Plymouth, Michigan

48170
(734) 453-8400

The camp on-ice and off-ice sessions will take place at USA Hockey Arena, located in Plym-
outh, Michigan, just north of M-14 on Beck Road. All meals will be at CJ’s Brewing Company, 
located inside of USA Hockey Arena and within walking distance of the hotel.

CJ’s Brewing Company
(734) 453-4455

Menu: cjsbrewery.com
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APPAREL & DRESS CODE

All players are expected to look professionally at all given times. Hats are only to be worn at 
the hotel or in the dressing room. No hats will be worn during meals, presentations or team 
functions.

Travel to and from Plymouth, Michigan and team functions: Semi/business casual. Players 
are expected to wear pants/khakis/dress shorts, polo or dress shirt, and dress shoes. 

At the hotel: Players can wear athletic or lounge wear.

Hockey equipment: All players are expected to bring their own base layer apparel, off-ice 
workout clothing, hockey equipment and workout shoes. Laundry service will be provided.

TRANSPORTATION

If you require a flight, please contact Lisa Gross and make your flight reservations at your ear-
liest convenience. Lisa can be reached at (734) 453-6400 x311. All flights must be booked by 
April 25.

You will need to arrive in Detroit by 11:30 a.m. ET on Thursday, May 11. Players can depart after 
1 p.m. ET on Sunday, May 14.

All goaltenders and staff flying into Detroit Metropolitan Airport will be transported by a USA 
Hockey representative to USA Hockey Arena (20 minutes).  Goaltenders who are driving need 
to check in at USA Hockey Arena between 12-1 p.m. on Thursday, May 11. Players will check 
into the hotel Thursday night after the on-ice and off-ice sessions are completed.  

Luggage: USA Hockey asks that you try to pack all your equipment in one checked bag and 
have your clothes packed in a personal/carry on bag. USA Hockey will reimburse for excess 
baggage within reason when provided with receipts. 
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MEDICAL INFORMATION

Each goaltender should have received a waiver of liability and medical consent to treat form in 
the original invite email. Please make sure these forms are filled out and returned to Lisa Gross 
(lisag@usahockey.org) by April 25. If you have any outstanding medical conditions or get in-
jured in the weeks leading up to camp, please let us know as soon as possible. USA Hockey will 
provide an athletic trainer and resources for the duration of camp.  

STAFF CONTACT INFO

Kevin Reiter  U.S. National Goaltending Coach  KevinR@usahockey.org
          (412) 736-0783

Phil Osaer   ADM Manager, Youth Goaltending  Phil.Osaer@usahockey.org
          (517) 881-5201

Brennan Poderzay USA Hockey Strelow Mentor   bpoderzay@me.com
          (218) 750-0948

Jared Waimon USA Hockey Strelow Mentor   waimon.procrease@gmail.com
          (203) 733-7340

Lisa Gross  Administrative Assistant    LisaG@usahockey.org
          (734) 453-6400 x311



Kevin Reiter 
USA Hockey, NTDP Goaltending Coach 

(412) 736-0783 

kevinr@usahockey.org 

 
 

First Name Last Name D.O.B. 2016-17 Team 

Team Schneider 

Christian Stoever 4/16/2000 Victory Honda u16 (T1EHL) 

Zachary Borgiel 4/27/2000 HoneyBaked u16 (HPHL) 

Spencer Knight 4/19/2001 Avon Old Farms (USHS – CT) 

Josh Langford 7/27/2001 Dallas u16 (T1EHL) 

Dustin Wolf 4/16/2001 Los Angeles u16 (T1EHL) 

Cam Rowe 6/1/2001 Team Illinois u16 (HPHL) 

Jack Williams 6/21/2001 St. Louis u16 (T1EHL) 

Alexandros Aslanidis 1/20/2001 Philadelphia u16 (T1EHL) 

Hunter Robbins 1/19/2001 Pittsburgh u16 (T1EHL) 

Dominic Basse 4/22/2001 Team Maryland u15 (AYHL) 

Team Gibson 

Jake Kucharski 9/25/1999 Austin (NAHL)/Des Moines (USHL) 

Zach Stejskal 12/20/1999 Grand Rapids North (USHS – MN) 

Britt League 10/20/1999 Johnstown (NAHL)/Youngstown (USHL) 

Jaxson Stauber 4/27/1999 Victory Honda u18 (T1EHL) 

Jacob Mucitelli 3/24/2000 Westchester u16 (EJEPL) 

Isaiah Saville 9/21/2000 Colorado u16 (T1EHL) 

Drew DeRidder 5/1/2000 Cedar Rapids (USHL) 

Ben Kraws 8/2/2000 Buffalo u16 (T1EHL) 

Jon Mor 7/20/2000 Chicago YA u16 (HPHL) 

Darius Bell 11/20/2000 Shattuck St. Mary’s Midget AA 

Team Howard 

Jake Oettinger 12/18/1998 Boston University (NCAA) 

Colton Point 3/4/1998 Colgate University (NCAA) 

Stephen Dhillon 9/14/1998 Niagara (OHL) 

Tyler Johnson 2/7/1998 London (OHL) 

Dylan St. Cyr 5/23/1999 US NTDP u18 

Adam Scheel 5/1/1999 US NTDP u18 

Cayden Primeau 8/11/1999 Lincoln (USHL) 

Kyle Keyser 3/8/1999 Oshawa (OHL) 

Ryan Bischel 7/5/1999 Fargo (USHL) 

Keith Petruzzelli 2/9/1999 Muskegon (USHL) 
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Time Activity Time Activity Time Activity Time Activity

11:50 - 12:50 Check in & Lunch 11:50 - 12:50 Check in & Lunch 7:30 - 8:00 Breakfast @ CJ's 8:50 - 9:20 Breakfast @ CJ's

12:50 - 1:35 Camp Meeting {C} 12:50 - 1:35 Camp Meeting {C} 8:00 - 9:00 Video - Warm Up - Dress 9:20 - 10:35 Video - Warm Up - Dress

1:35 - 1:50 Session Video {T} 1:35 - 1:50 Tracking Video {C} 9:00 - 10:15 Gibson Ice {N} 10:35 - 11:50 Howard Ice {N}

1:50 - 2:35 Warm Up - Dress 1:50 - 2:30 Vision Training {C} 9:00 - 10:15 Schneider Ice {O} 11:50 - 12:20 Change / Flush {G}

2:35 - 3:50 Gibson Ice {N} 2:30 - 3:05 Vision Off-Ice {G} 10:15 - 10:50 Change / Flush {G} 12:20 - 12:50 Lunch @ CJ's

2:35 - 3:50 Schneider Ice {O} 3:05 - 4:05 Warm Up - Dress 10:50 - 11:30 Bauer- Equipment {C} 12:50 - 1:30 3 Breakout Sessions {C, LC}

3:50 - 4:30 Change / Flush {G} 4:05 - 5:20 Howard Ice {N} 11:30 - 12:00 Lunch @ CJ's 1:30 - 2:05 Bauer - Equipment {C}

4:30 - 5:00 RPR {G} 5:20 - 5:50 RPR {G} 12:00 - 12:15 Video {T} 2:05 - 2:50 RPR {G}

5:00 - 5:50 Vision Training {C} 5:50 - 6:30 Dinner @ CJ's 12:15 - 12:50 RPR - {G} 2:50 - 3:35 Video - Warm Up - Dress

5:50 - 6:30 Dinner @ CJ's 6:30 - 10:00 NHL Playoffs 12:50 - 1:30 3 Breakout Sessions {C, LC} 3:35 - 4:50 Howard Ice {N}

6:30 - 10:00 NHL Playoffs 6:30-10:00 Vision Testing {LC} 1:35 - 2:00 Warm Up - Dress 4:50 - 5:20 Change / Flush {G}

6:30-10:00 Vision Testing {LC} 10:30 Curfew 2:00 - 3:15 Gibson Ice {N} 5:30 - 6:30 Dinner @ CJ's

10:30 Curfew 2:00 - 3:15 Schneider Ice {O} 6:30 - 8:00 Video Review w/ Coaches

3:15 - 4:00 Change / Flush {G} 6:30 - 10:00 NHL Playoffs

4:00 - 5:30 Video w. Staff 10:30 Curfew

5:30 - 6:30 Dinner @ CJ's

6:30 - 10:00 NHL Playoffs

10:30 Curfew

Time Activity Time Activity Time Activity Time Activity

7:30 - 8:00 Breakfast @ CJ's 7:30 - 8:00 Breakfast @ CJ's 7:00 - 7:30 Breakfast @ Hotel 8:00 - 8:30 Breakfast @ Hotel

8:00 - 9:00 Video - Warm Up - Dress 8:00 - 9:45 Testing - Off Ice {G} 7:30 - 8:00 Warm Up - Dress 8:30 - 9:10 Warm Up - Dress

9:00 - 10:15 Howard Ice {N} 9:45 - 10:30 Video - Dress {T} 8:00 - 8:50 Gibson Ice {N} 9:00 - 9:50 Howard Ice {N}

10:15 - 10:50 Change / Flush {G} 10:30 - 11:45 Gibson Ice {N} 8:00 - 8:50 Schneider Ice {O} Departures

10:50 - 12:20 Testing {G} 10:40 - 11:55 Schneider Ice {O} Departures

12:20-12:50 Lunch @ CJ's 11:45 - 12:20 Change / Flush (A-B Seperate)

12:50 - 1:35 3 Breakout Sessions {C, LC} 12:20 - 12:50 Lunch @ CJ's

1:35 - 2:15 Video - Warm Up - Dress 12:50 - 1:35 3 Breakout Sessions {C, LC}

2:15 - 3:30 Howard Ice {N} 1:35 - 2:10 Rest

3:30 - 4:10 Change / Flush {G} 2:10 - 3:35 Video - Warm Up - Dress

4:10 - 5:30 Rest 3:35 - 4:50 Gibson Ice {N}

5:30 - 6:30 Dinner @ CJ's 3:35 - 4:50 Schneider Ice {O}

6:30 - 10:00 NHL Playoffs 4:50 - 5:20 Change / Flush {G}

10:30 Curfew 5:30 - 6:30 Dinner @ CJ's

6:30 - 10:00 NHL Playoffs

10:30 Curfew

Meal {C} - Classroom {N} - NHL Rink

Entire Camp {G} - Gym {O} - Olympic Rink

Ice {LC} - Large Conference Room {T} - Theater Room

Team Gibson & Schneider Team Howard

Thursday 5/11 Friday 5/12

Saturday 5/13 Sunday 5/14

Team Gibson & Schneider Team Howard Team Gibson & Schneider Team Howard

Team Howard Team Gibson & Schneider



  2017 Warren Strelow National Goaltending Camp
Coach Drill Assignments

Coach Coach Coach
Vanbiesbrouck Exter Terrari
Clemmensen Clifford Westlund
Exter Lassonde Iles
Mayotte Salajko Janosz
Petraglia Terrari Osaer

Coach Coach Coach
Clifford Iles Vanbiesbrouck
Janosz Westlund Clemmensen
Iles Janosz Exter
Terarri Mayotte Aubry
Salajko Aubry Petraglia

Coach Coach Coach
Terrari Vanbiesbrouck Osaer
Westlund Clemmensen Clifford
Aubry Osaer Lassonde
Clemmensen Mayotte Mayotte
Lassonde Petraglia Salajko

Zone Work with Chest Shot
Clifford Box Skating
3 Cone Angle

Team Schneider Session 1
2:35 - 3:50pm, Olympic

Drill Assignment

Thursday 5/11
Team Gibson Session 1

2:35 - 3:50pm, NHL
Drill Assignment

Modified Appert
Beck 3 Shot

4:05 - 5:20pm, NHL
Drill Assignment

Beck 3 Shot
Modified Appert
Clifford Box Skating
Zone Work with Chest Shot

Modified Appert
Clifford Box Skating
Zone Work with Chest Shot
3 Cone Angle
Beck 3 Shot

Team Howard Session 1

Friday 5/12
Team Gibson Session 3

2:00 - 3:15pm, NHL
Drill Assignment

A&W
2 Option Tip

The Seawolf - 3
TOC Rush Prog.

Team Howard Session 2

Team Schneider Session 2
9:00 - 10:15am, Olympic

Drill Assignment
Trinket Screen
Figure 8 Passing
2 Shot Recovery

Friday 5/12
Team Gibson Session 2

9:00 - 10:15am, NHL
Drill Assignment

TOC Rush Prog.
2 Shot Recovery
The Seawolf - 3
Figure 8 Passing
Trinket Screen

Lone Pine Push
Hobey Drive
The Ranford

Team Schneider Session 3
2:00 - 3:15pm, Olympic

Drill Assignment

Figure 8 Passing
TOC Rush Prog. 
The Seawolf - 3

10:35 - 11:50am, NHL
Drill Assignment

2 Shot Recovery

3:35 - 4:50pm, NHL
Drill Assignment

A&W
The Ranford
Lone Pine Push
2 Option Tip

The Ranford
Lone Pine Push
Hobey Drive
2 Option Tip
A&W

Team Howard Session 3

Hobey DriveTrinket Screen3 Cone Angle



  2017 Warren Strelow National Goaltending Camp
Coach Drill Assignments

Coach Coach Coach
Vanbiesbrouck Aubry Janosz
Westlund Salajko Westlund
Terrari Exter Aubry
Janosz Janosz Mayotte
Clifford Iles

Coach Coach Coach
Aubry Vanbiesbrouck Osaer
Clifford Clemmensen Clifford
Lassonde Osaer Lassonde
Iles Mayotte Salajko
Salajko Petraglia

Coach Coach Coach
VanBiesbrouck Clifford Exter
Clemmesen Westlund Aubry
Exter Terrari Iles
Mayotte Iles Petraglia
Petraglia Lassonde

RVH Technique
Tower Traffic

Team Gibson Session 4
10:30 - 11:45am, NHL

Saturday 5/13
Team Howard Session 4

9:00 - 10:15am, NHL
Drill Assignment

1/2 Wall Attack

RVH Technique
Q 2v0

Saturday 5/13
Team Howard Session 5

2:00 - 3:15pm, NHL
Drill Assignment

Frisco Melt
TOC 2 Cone
Janosz Drop
OSU Jam

Team Schneider Session 4
10:40 - 11:55am, Olympic

Drill Assignment
1/2 Wall Attack
Air Force 2 Shot
Tower Traffic

Drill Assignment
Air Force 2 Shot
RVH Technique
1/2 Wall Attack
Tower Traffic
Q 2v0

Q 2v0
Air Force 2 Shot

Westlund Bouncing Puck
TOC 2 Shot

Sunday 5/14
Team Gibson Session 6

8:00 - 8:50am, NHL
Drill Assignment

The Ranford

TOC 2 Cone
OSU Jam
Frisco Melt

Team Schneider Session 5
3:35 - 4:50pm, Olympic

Drill Assignment

Westlund Bouncing Puck

Team Gibson Session 5
3:35 - 4:50pm, NHL

Drill Assignment
Westlund Bouncing Puck
Janosz Drop

CrowHop
1/2 Wall Attack
Q 2v0

Team Schneider Session 6
8:00 - 9:00am, Olympic

Drill Assignment

Frisco Jam
OSU Jam
Janosz Drop

Drill Assignment
Q 2v0
1/2 Wall Attack
The Ranford
CrowHop

CrowHop
1/2 Wall Attack
Q 2v0
The Ranford

Team Howard Session 6
9:00 - 9:50am, NHL
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Practice Objectives / Notes:
Develop USA Hockey's Elite Goaltenders

1)  Session 1 Ice Set-Up 0 min.

KEYPOINTS:
All coaches ready when the zamboni gets on the
ice to begin set-up, Draw creases for each not
outside of the traditional crease, Place pucks
where needed prior to goaltender

OBJECTIVE: Effectively utilize time and ice.

ORGANIZATION: 
4 Nets: 200 Pucks: 10 Borders: 

VARIATION: 
Make sure the net placement makes sense with glass behind the net, be proactive to
make adjustments when needed.

GOALIE: 
Rotate clockwise during stations.

2)  Network Edge Work 5 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Use the entire skate blade (heel to toe), Maintain
body control, Get comfortable being
uncomfortable

OBJECTIVE: Develop goaltenders ability to use their edges as well as develop power
and agility.

ORGANIZATION: 
Goaltenders begin along the boards at the blue line or red line. (Group divided into 3)
Coach leads the group through a series of c cuts, lateral bounds and ice touches.

VARIATION: 
This can be done anywhere on the ice. (with or without coaches)

GOALIE: 
Utilize good knee bend.  Lead movements with eyes and hand.  Maintain good body
control.  Push your limits to make improvements. 

3)  No Net Fundamental Save Circuit 7 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Shots need to be challenging but accuate,
Goalies must complete ever save, Focus on
tracking and technique

OBJECTIVE: Work on goalies save technique through quality repetition.

ORGANIZATION: 
10 Shooters: 5 Stations with 20 Pucks Each: Each station works on a different
fundamental save.  Players who are not shooting help to retrieve pucks to maximize
reps and efficiency. 

VARIATION: 
1. Have the goaltenders start in a butterfly position. 2. Create some kind of screen on
the shot.

GOALIE: 
1. Watch the puck all the way into your equipment and track all rebounds. 2. Maintain
edges whenever possible.  
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Practice Objectives / Notes:
Develop USA Hockey's Elite Goaltenders

4)  Zone Work with Chest Shot 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain sight of the puck on the strong side,
Gain optimal depth off the post, Maintain edges
prior to shot

OBJECTIVE: Develop goaltenders ability to maintain their edges and track pucks
below the goal line and control shots at their chests. 

ORGANIZATION: 
2 shooters: 20 pucks on each face-off dot: 4 pucks set up below the goal line as
shown:
The goaltender moves through a sequence to each puck and pushes out to the top of
the crease to be square to F1's puck.  As soon as the goaltender has his feet set, F1
shoots at the goaltenders chest.  The drill repeats the opposite way, with F2 shooting.

VARIATION: 
Vary the location of the shooter.

GOALIE: 
Start in a standing position on the post, focused on Zone 1's puck.  Shuffle to the
center of the goal line and focus on Zone 2's puck. Rotate head to find Zone 3's puck
then push to the opposite post and focus on Zone 4's puck.  Then focus on the puck
on F1's stick and push to be square at optimal depth.  Make the save on the shot.
This is a 100% save location.

5)  Three Cone Angle 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain edges prior to shot, Maintain optimal
depth, Track each puck completely

OBJECTIVE: Develop goaltenders ability to maintain positioning on lateral carry plays
and track shots. 

ORGANIZATION: 
3 Cones: 20 Pucks (placed on hash marks on the boards and center blue line): 4-5
Shooters:
F1 starts with a puck and carries it around either wide cone for a shot.  The next
shooter is activated by which side the rebound goes, if the goalie controls the puck,
the strong side shooter goes, if F1 scores, the drill starts over. F2 and F3 each have
pucks. In this drawing F3 starts and carries the puck out around the middle cone and
shoots before the next wide cone (without skating below the cones).  Both other
players move to the soft area around the net and play any reasonable rebound.

VARIATION: 
1. Add a screen on the second shot. 2. Vary the depth and location of the cones.

GOALIE: 
Begin the dril at optimal depth, square to the puck on F1's stick.  Track the puck and
make a complete play on F1's shot.  Get square to the next puck (closest option to
your recovery from F1's shot) then gain square and depth to the 2nd puck and finish
that play.  

6)  Clifford Box Skating 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Eyes,  Stick,  Gloves ,  Chin and Shoulders Lead,
*Visulaize a save at each point

OBJECTIVE: Develop movement skills for goaltenders and work on save technique.

ORGANIZATION: 
Progression 1: Place 4 puck in a square anywhere on the rink.  The square should be
roughly the size of the goal crease. Progression 2: Place 4 pucks as shown to
simulate crease movements.

VARIATION: 
1. T-Push- One Time around each way. 2. Shuffle- One Time around each way. 3.
Butterfly- Full Recovery. One Time around each way. 4. Butterfly- On-Ice Recovery.
One Time around each way.5. At each point, visualize a differnt fundamental save.

GOALIE: 
1. Maintain the goalie stance posture through each movement.  2. When visualizing
the save, make sure eyes and chin are fully committed to tracking the save. 3. Push
and stop faster and harder than you think is possible.  
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Practice Objectives / Notes:
Develop USA Hockey's Elite Goaltenders

7)  Appert (Modified) 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Good rotation and recovery., Gain depth through
the middle., Set feet before the shot., Use a
shuffle full recovery.  , Track the entire play in
and out.

OBJECTIVE: Work on goaltenders ability to fully recover.

ORGANIZATION: 
3 Shooters: 20 Pucks in the center of the ice between the top of the circles and blue
line.
1. The goalie starts in a butterfly. 2. F1 has a puck and is ready to pass. 3. On the
coaches command, the F1 passes the puck to the shooter. 4. The goalie finds the
shooter and fully recovers to make the save on the shot. 5. Shooters play out any
reasonable rebound.

VARIATION: 
Vary where the pass comes from.
Add traffic.
Vary where the shooter comes from.

GOALIE: 
The goaltender leads with their eyes, stick, and lead leg and fully recovers to make to
be square to the shooter and at base depth. Make the save and finish the save.  

8)  Beck 3 Shot 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain depth, Compete to find the puck.

OBJECTIVE: Work on a goaltenders ability to stop tip plays.  

ORGANIZATION: 
3 Shooters-2 Cones-20 Pucks
1.) Shot passes on the first and second pucks. 2.) 3rd shot options, F1 and F2 curl
outside in or inside out and make a play off the shot.  3.) Play reasonable rebounds.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of the D.  2. Create pre-shot movement. 3. Vary the route the
forwards take.

GOALIE: 
Completely play out each puck. Maintain depth.  Be pateint.  

9)  Ice Hog 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Goalies at the post prior to new puck

OBJECTIVE: Create an environment where goalies have to compete in a small area. 

ORGANIZATION: 
2 Nets: 40 Pucks: 4-6 Shooters: F1 passes to F2.  F2 can shoot on either net.  Plays
any reasonable rebound.  First goalie to give up 3 goals is out.  

VARIATION: 
Add a fundamental save to start the game.  

GOALIE: 
WIn.  

Post-Practice Comments:
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Practice Objectives / Notes:
Develop USA Hockey's Elite Goaltenders

1)  Session 2 Ice Set-Up 0 min.

KEYPOINTS:
All coaches ready when the zamboni gets on the
ice to begin set-up, Draw creases for each not
outside of the traditional crease, Place pucks
where needed prior to goaltender

OBJECTIVE: Effectively utilize time and ice.

ORGANIZATION: 
4 Nets: 200 Pucks: 10 Borders: 

VARIATION: 
Make sure the net placement makes sense with glass behind the net, be proactive to
make adjustments when needed.

GOALIE: 
Rotate clockwise during stations.

2)  Adaptive Skating 5 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Goaltender starts lined up on the puck and starts
to shuffle back and forth., On the coaches que
(visual) the goaltender rotates and pushes back
and forth between the next two pucks, On the
coaches que,  the goaltender rotates back to do
short pushes

OBJECTIVE: Work on short shuffles and long lateral skating movements.

ORGANIZATION: 
Set up pucks in a rectangle 3 feet apart on the short end and 6 feet apart on the long
end.  This can be done anywhere on the rink.

VARIATION: 
1. Have the goalies start in the butterfly.  2. Have the goalie follow the coach who is
skating as the visual que.

GOALIE: 
Maintain visual attachment to the puck that you are moving toward.
Always lead with eyes, stick and gloves.

3)  No Net Fundamental Save Circuit 5 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Shots need to be challenging but accuate,
Goalies must complete ever save, Focus on
tracking and technique

OBJECTIVE: Work on goalies save technique through quality repitiion.

ORGANIZATION: 
10 Shooters: 5 Stations with 20 Pucks Each: Each station works on a different
fundamental save.  Players who are not shooting help to retrieve pucks to maximize
reps and efficiency. 

VARIATION: 
1. Have the goaltenders start in a butterfly position. 2. Create some kind of screen on
the shot.

GOALIE: 
1. Watch the puck all the way into your equipment and track all rebounds. 2. Maintain
edges whenever possible.  
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Practice Objectives / Notes:
Develop USA Hockey's Elite Goaltenders

4)  Wide Shot Progression 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain squareness on the puck, Maintain
depth, Control the play after the shot

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltenders ability to stop shots on the rush

ORGANIZATION: 
3 Players-20 Pucks
Phase 1-the coach starts with the puck and passes to F1.  F1 skates in and shoots as
diagrammed.
Phase 2- F2 becomes the net drive player.  Plays any reasonable reboound.
Phase 3- F2 starts with the puck, passes to F1.  F1 and F2 play a strong side 2 on 0.

VARIATION: 
Vary the position of F1 and F2. Vary the hand of the shooters.

GOALIE: 
Maintain depth and positioning on the play.  Read the net drive player.  Complete
each play.

5)  Figure 8 Passing 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Shoulders up ice, Flat passes, Move quick

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltender's ability to handle the puck, mass passes while
being mobile.

ORGANIZATION: 
2 Tires: 10-15 Pucks: The goaltender skates in a figure 8 pattern around the tires as
shown.  The coach is passing the puck to the goaltender at different locations and the
goaltender returns the pass.  Each rep/turn should last about 30-45 seconds.

VARIATION: 
Use backhand passes, one hand passes and have the coach pass/shoot to the
goalie's glove.

GOALIE: 
Control the puck on the forehand of the stick and make flat passes.  Move quickly and
keep control.

6)  Trinket Screen 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain depth and an effective base stance,
Track the puck 

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltenders ability to find the puck, adjust and make saves.

ORGANIZATION: 
1. Fold a 'border' and put it in a tire to creat a tall screen. (If that is not available,
garbage cans, other goalies or nets work as a screen. 2. 20 Pucks at the top of the
high slot. 3. When the goalie sets their feet, move the puck to either side of the screen
and shoot to score. 4. Play any reasonable rebound. 

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of the screen. 2. Have the goalie do a different pre shot
movement sequence. 3. Have the goalie start in a butterfly. 

GOALIE: 
1. Start in the fundamental start position. 2. Push to the top of the crease. 3. Find the
puck and make the save. 4. Finish the play. 

7)  2 Shot Recovery 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Make the first save. If the goalie catches it or the
puck goes in start the drill over, Track initial shot
with eyes then find the second shot and recover
to proper depth and squareness. 

OBJECTIVE: Work on the goaltenders ability to properly recover and make a second
save.

ORGANIZATION: 
15 Pucks on each dot: 15 Pucks in the high slot:  1. Goaltender starts at the
fundamental start position and pushes to the top of the crease. 2. F1 Shoots low to
either side. 3. Whichever side the rebound goes, triggers the next shot. 4. Coach
dictates 2nd shot options.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the second shooter options. 2. Vary the location of the first shot.  

GOALIE: 
1. Start on the goal line and push out like you are playing the rush.  2. Set your feet
and make the save on the first shot. 3. Track the initial puck with your eyes and find
the puck on the next shooters stick and get square to play it.  4. Finish the second
play out. 
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8)  The Seawolf 3 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Track the puck and play., Use the stick to control
rebounds when possible, Seal the post on the 3rd
puck, If one shot goes in,  the drill starts over

OBJECTIVE: Work on fundamental saves, recovery and post integration.

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks as shown in the high slot: 20 Pucks on the dot lane: 3rd puck spotted as
shown below the goal line:
1.  On the coaches command, the goalie pushes to the top of the crease. 2. The
coach shoots low to create a game like rebound in the direction of the second shot.  3.
The second shot is taken low short side as the goalie arrives to square on shot. 4. As
soon as F2 shoots, he proceeds to pick up a puck just inside of the trapezoid for a
short side jam.

VARIATION: 
1. Switch sides after 8 rounds. 2. Vary the location and depth of F1 and F2.

GOALIE: 
1, Start on the post. 2. Push through the middle to base depth (top of the crease). 3.
Set your feet and make the save on the initial shot. 4. On-ice recover to stop F2's
immediate shot. 5. Track the puck and on-ice recover to the post to play the 3rd shot.

9)  3 on 3 Strelow 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Promote skating and effective passing

OBJECTIVE: Work on the goaltenders ability to handle the puck, skate and have fun. 

ORGANIZATION: 
3 on 3 Cross-Ice as shown: No goalies.

VARIATION: 
1. Have a shooter play goalie.  2. Add a center line and make all three goalies be on
the offensive side before you can shoot.

GOALIE: 
1. No body checking. 2. Make plays. 3. Work to get open and back check.

Post-Practice Comments:
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1)  Session 3 Ice Set-Up 0 min.

KEYPOINTS:
All coaches ready when the zamboni gets on the
ice to begin set-up, Draw creases for each not
outside of the traditional crease, Place pucks
where needed prior to goaltender

OBJECTIVE: Effectively utilize time and ice.

ORGANIZATION: 
4 Nets: 200 Pucks: 10 Borders: 

VARIATION: 
Make sure the net placement makes sense with glass behind the net, be proactive to
make adjustments when needed.

GOALIE: 
Rotate clockwise during stations.

2)  Blue Line Lateral Release 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Keep lead edge engaged., Bring drive leg over
the blue line and drive into a butterfly

OBJECTIVE: Work on lateral release push

ORGANIZATION: 
1. Goaltender starts on the boards on one side of the blue line. 2. Goatlender gaps
out and lateral release to the opposite side of the blue line. 3. Repeats the movement
all the way across the blue line.

VARIATION: 
1. Add a shot at 3 lateral release points.

GOALIE: 
1. Push hard, maintaining edges. 2. Lead leg knee is the first knee down once you are
across the blue line.  

3)  2 Option Tip 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Track the play behind the net, Gain optimal depth
on the shot from the blue line, Find the puck
through traffic, This drill should be done with
pace

OBJECTIVE: Develop goaltenders ability to make saves on when there is a screen
and or a deflection

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks in the corner as shown: Two cones set up as shown: 1.) F1 carries the puck
around the net and makes a pass up to F2.  2.) F1 proceeds to go around one of the
cones and prepare to tip the shot.  3.) F2 receives the pass and walks across the blue
line and shoots.  4.) F1 plays a reasonable rebound.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of the cones. 2. Start with a fundamental save and rebound to the
corner where F1 started. 
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4)  A&W Puck Play 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Get to the puck fast, Look and decide on the best
option, Make flat passes whenever possible,
Urgently return to the net.

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltenders ability to pull the puck off the boards and make
decisions and passes

ORGANIZATION: 
1. This can be done anywhere on the ice.  2. Set up 5 pucks along the boards as
shown. 3. The goaltender visualizes a rimmed dump. 4. The goaltender get to the
puck and looks to the forehand option, if the that goalie or coach is ready for a pass
the goalie passes it there, if not he checks the shoulder to look for a back hand option
and passes the first puck to that person.  5. Repeat untill all 5 pucks have been
played.  

VARIATION: 
1. Add an obstruction to force saucer or indirect passes. 2. Add a 3rd passing or
shooting option.

GOALIE: 
1. The goalie sprints back to a puck. 2. Looks to the option on the forehand. If there is
a passing target (stick blade) the pass is made and the goalie immediately returns to
the net. 3. If the forehand option is not presenting the stick, look to the 'reverse' option
and make a pass to that person. 4. Make crisp, flat, tape to tape passes whenever
possible.

5)  Lone Pine Push 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Lead with eyes,  stick and gloves, Maintain good
body control, Finish the second puck completely,
If the first shot goes in

OBJECTIVE: Develop the goaltenders ability to on-ice recovery effectively.

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks in the high slot: 20 Pucks in a 'back door' location.  1. The goalie starts at
the corner angle in a butterfly. 2. The goalie visualizes making a pad save that results
in a rebound to F1.  3. The goalie on-ice recovers to the middle. 4. F1 shoots to the
center of the net.  5. The goalteder makes the save, controls the puck and finds the
next puck on F2's stick.  6. The goaltender on-ice recovers into an RVH to stop F2's
shot.  7. Play any reasonable rebound.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the depth and location of the shooter.  2. Add a pre-shot movement.

GOALIE: 
1. Start in a butterfly and visualize making a pad save off the inside pad.  2. On-ice
recover to be square on the shot from the middle. 3. Rotate and on-ice recover to
make the second save.  4. Finish the second puck out. 

6)  Ranford 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Steer the initial shot to the corner, Maintain
edges whenever possible, Play with pace

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltenders ability to track the puck behind the net and read
low net drive attacks.

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks on each dot: 1. F1 shoots short side low. 2. F1 collects the rebound and
immediately moves it to F2 on the other side of the net below the goal line. 2. F2 gets
the pass and either jams it in the short side or moves it back to F1 for a shot.  (1 pass
maximum above the goal line).

VARIATION: 
1. Switch sides after each rep. 

GOALIE: 
1. Start on the corner angle and steer the initial shot to the corner. 2. Fully recover to
standing on the post and track the play from there. 3. Have an active stick and do not
allow any passes through the crease. 
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7)  Hobey Drive 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain optimal depth, Use stick,  pads and
gloves to control the initial shot, Complete every
play

OBJECTIVE: Develop the goaltenders ability to make saves on the rush

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks at the center of the blue line: 2 cones lined up as shown: 3-6 shooters:
F1 and F2 start skating, the coach passes to either player.  The F1 carries the puck
wide and shoots before the dot. F2 drives through the middle to play out any
reasonable rebound.

VARIATION: 
Progression 2: Allow F1 to pass or shoot.

GOALIE: 
Address the puck on the coaches stick.  Move with the play and be set on the initial
shot.  Control the rebound to glass or same side of the ice as the initial shot.

8)  Lassonde 2/3 Puck 10 min.

OBJECTIVE: Working on game like read and reaction.

ORGANIZATION: 
1. Ice split in half, with a goalie and net on each side.

2. Forward starts in the middle with 3 pucks stationed (one behind net and one on
each hash mark.)

3. Both sides go at the same time.

4. Shooter can go to whatever puck they want-they continue to shoot until puck goes
in.

5. Continue until shooter scores all three pucks-unless beaten by other shooter.

GOALIE: 
1. Battle and Compete!

2. 2 losses and the goalie is eliminated!

3. Can be done multiple stations around the ice.

Post-Practice Comments:
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1)  Bantam Transition 5 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Lead every movement with your eyes stick and
gloves, Maintain good body control., Scan the ice
in front of the net once in a RVH

OBJECTIVE: Develop the goaltenders skating ability and work on transitions into and
out of the RVH

ORGANIZATION: 
Net with secure pegs holding the net in place.
Draw a crease if necessary.

VARIATION: 
Alternate sides.
Use visual triggers to dictate the side.

GOALIE: 
1.) Challenge as if there is a rush.
2.) Two small adjustments as if the puck moves outside, down the wall.
3.) Move into the post on their feet.
4.) Transitions into a RVH.
5.) Scans the ice in front of the net and transitions out of the RVH to the dot  angle on
their feet.

2)  Dead Angle P.O.P 7 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Track down on the puck, Use the stick to control
rebounds, Finish every play

OBJECTIVE: Work on goaltenders ability to adjust and make saves on 'POP' shots

ORGANIZATION: 
4 Nets as shown: Pucks on 8 Face-off dots: 1.) When the goalie sets their feet the
shooter shoots off the inside pad to create a POP.  2.) Opposite side player is there
for a rebound.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the goalies pre-shot movements

GOALIE: 
1. Start at the top of the crease. 2. On the coaches command, push to square to the
puck on the shooters stick. 3. Make the save, finish the play.

3)  Half Wall Attack 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain standing postion for as long as
possible., Read the players options., Achieve
ideal depth on low to high plays. , Cover or
control rebounds, Compete on 2nd chances. 

OBJECTIVE: Work on plays that originate at the wall and attack the net.

ORGANIZATION: 
Player starts with a puck on the wall and makes a pass down to the player below the
goal line.
The player below the goal line has 4 options.
1. Strong side jam.
2. Pass back to the half wall player attacking the net.
3. Carry the puck around the net and try to jam it in far side.
4. Carry the puck around the net and pass to X3 for a quick shot.
All players play a reasonable rebound. 

VARIATION: 
Have X2 start with the puck. 

GOALIE: 
Maintain good positioning and read the play to make good saves. Scan the ice to
know where the shooters are.
Always work to beat passes on your feet.
Have an active stick, Try to deflect passes through the crease.
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4)  Tower Traffic 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Find the puck at all times, Maintain a strong base
stance to enable lateral movement, Complete
every play, Don't overslide.

OBJECTIVE: Develop goaltenders ability to makes saves with a screen and
oncoming traffic.

ORGANIZATION: 

1. Goalie starts on the top of the crease, working to find a sight line to the puck,
through 2 shooters. 2. Shooter taps the stick and the two other forwards goes either
direction and either shoots or shoots for a tip.  3. Play reasonable rebounds.

VARIATION: 
1. Start in a butterfly and on the tap of the stick, fully recover and find the puck.  

GOALIE: 
1. Find the the puck and maintain a good depth.  2. On shot passes maintain outside
edge to control movement (lateral release).

5)  Q 2 on 0 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Play with pace, Maintain good depth, Maintain
good body control, Manage all short side shots

OBJECTIVE: Develop the goaltenders ability to play quick attack

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks at the top of each circle: 1 player starts without a puck around the outside of
the circle.  The second player makes a pass down the first player. 2. The receiving
player can shoot to score, shoot for a P.O.P or pass to the net drive player.  

VARIATION: 
1. Allow the puck carrier to drive below the goal line.  2. Add a third option and a
defenseman.

GOALIE: 
1. Start at optimal depth and honor the puck carrier's short side option. 2. Be aware of
the net drive players stick positioning 3. Have an active stick to take away time and
space. 4. Gain necessary momentum to get a push to stop a back door pass.  

6)  Air Force 2 Shot 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain good depth, Absorb the initial shot, Play
the second puck,  Complete the play.

OBJECTIVE: Work on the goaltenders ability to make body saves and on-ice recover
to rebounds.

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks on the dot as shown: 1 puck spotted as shown: 1. Goalie pushes from the
top of the crease to be square on the first puck. 2. The shooters shoots to the body.
3. The shooter can either shoot the second puck, carry it and shoot or play the
spotted puck as the rebound puck.  

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of the second puck. 2. Vary the location of the first shot.

GOALIE: 
1. Push from lined up on the puck in the slot to square on the first shot. 2. Make the
save, cover the rebound. 3. Play the second puck. 

7)  RVH Technique 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Slow walk through of the RVH, Evaluate hinge
and recovery options

OBJECTIVE: Teach the details of RVH as it pertains to individual goalies

ORGANIZATION: 
1 Net with pegs: Draw a crease if necessary: 

VARIATION: 
1. Add a shot. 2. Add an iPad for immediate video review.

GOALIE: 
1. Work on your use of the RVH. 2. Focus on Why, When and How.
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8)  Red Wing 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Post play, Compete

OBJECTIVE: Create an environment for players to compete in a tight environment.

ORGANIZATION: 
Nets are set up at each end of the center circle: Coach has 40-50 pucks: 1. 3 on 3
game where 1 offensive player can not cross into the offensive half of the circle. 2.
Low players skates can not enter the circle. 3. Center players can not leave the circle.
4. If a goal is scored, the coach gives the puck to the team that scored.  5. Play up to
3 to decide a winning goalie.

VARIATION: 
1. Allow a full 1 v 1 in the center circle. 2. Switch the 2 low players and make them the
high (all time shooters) players.  

GOALIE: 
Win

Post-Practice Comments:
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1)  Session 5 Ice Set-Up  0 min.

KEYPOINTS:
All coaches ready when the zamboni gets on the
ice to begin set-up, Draw creases for each not
outside of the traditional crease, Place pucks
where needed prior to goaltender

OBJECTIVE: Effectively utilize time and ice.

ORGANIZATION: 
5 Nets: 200 Pucks: 10 Borders: 

VARIATION: 
Make sure the net placement makes sense with glass behind the net, be proactive to
make adjustments when needed.

GOALIE: 
Rotate clockwise during stations.

2)  4 Net Stars Passing 5 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Move the puck quickly and play with pace,
Roughly 30 seconds before the shot is taken,
Quick between reps

OBJECTIVE: Develop goaltenders ability to move with plays.

ORGANIZATION: 
Set up 4 nets  facing each other: 5 Goalies: 8 Shooters: 1. Players can move and
pass anywhere within the zone. 2. All goaltenders must stay square to the puck and
prepared for a shot.  3. Shooters can shoot at any time.  4. After each shot, the goalie
who made the save is out and a new goalie comes in and 4 new shooters come in.  

VARIATION: 
1. Move the nets closer. 2. All movement from the butterfly. 

GOALIE: 
1. Stay square to the puck at all times. 2. Make the save and quickly cover the
rebound.

3)  Fundamental Save Progression 5 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Goaltender starts in a butterfly, The coach tells
the goaltender where the shot is going, The
goaltender executes the save and tracks the
puck all the way into the equipment and all the
way out, Goaltender starts standing and repeats,
Goaltender does two crease movements before
the shot

OBJECTIVE: Break down fundamental saves to work on the goaltenders save
execution.

ORGANIZATION: 
Coach has pucks in the high slot area. (Vary the angle)
This can be done with or without a net.
This can be done anywhere on the ice.

VARIATION: 
Have the shot come from different angles and distances.
Vary the pre-shot movements.

GOALIE: 
Focus on puck tracking and technique when doing this drill.
Make saves in front of your body.
Let the puck come to you.
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4)  OSU Jam and Corner Option 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Effective post integration on strong side jam play,
Gain depth when appropriate, Use an active stick
to take away time and space

OBJECTIVE: Develop the goaltenders ability to track plays below the goal line and
play off the posts.

ORGANIZATION: 
10 Pucks in each corner near the goal line: 2 players in the dot lane below the goal
line as shown:
1. X1 passes to X2 and then goes to the front to play any reasonable rebound. 2. X2
receives the pass and jams the puck in the near side.  3. X2 goes to retrieve a second
puck in the near side corner and has two options, attack along the goal line or roll out
around the cone for a shot.  

VARIATION: 
1. Allow a pass on the second shot.  2. Add a pre drill movement.  

5)  Beck 3 Shot 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain depth, Compete to find the puck.

OBJECTIVE: Work on a goaltenders ability to stop tip plays.  

ORGANIZATION: 
3 Shooters-2 Cones-20 Pucks
1.) Shot passes on the first and second pucks. 2.) 3rd shot options, F1 and F2 curl
outside in or inside out and make a play off the shot.  3.) Play reasonable rebounds.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of the D.  2. Create pre-shot movement. 3. Vary the route the
forwards take.

GOALIE: 
Completely play out each puck. Maintain depth.  Be pateint.  

6)  Westlund Bouncing Puck 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Be patient on bouncing pucks, Use stick and
glove to control the puck, Under handle the
puck-forehand first

OBJECTIVE: Work on goaltenders ability to handle bouncing pucks and make a
productive pass.

ORGANIZATION: 
This can be done anywhere on the ice: 20 pucks: 2 Goalies: Coach throws the puck
so it bounces in front of the goalie.  The goalie passes the puck to the other goalie.
The 2nd goalie passes to the coach.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the distance of the coach. 2. Have the 2nd goalie dictate where the pass goes
(to him or the coach) 3. Add a stick in the passing lane to force a saucer pass.

GOALIE: 
Use the stick, glove and pad to control the bouncing puck. Look to find the passing
option, keeping the puck on your forehand. Make flat passes to the target whenever
possible.
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7)  Janosz Drop 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Play with pace, Maintain depth and proper
positioning, Play reasonable rebounds

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltenders ability to play a low to high cycle.

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks in the corner as shown: 1 cone at the bottom of the circle and 1 cone at the
top of the circle: 1. F1 carries the puck up the wall, F2 leaves at the same time and is
available for a drop pass.  2. F1 can either drop the puck to F2 or carry the puck
around the top of the cone and shoot or pass.  3. Players are allowed one drop pass
and one additional pass. 

VARIATION: 
1. Add a point shot after. 2. Add a shot before the drill where the rebound goes to the
corner.  

GOALIE: 
1. Track the play up the wall and be aware of the puck carrier's options. 2. Gain
optimal depth. 3. Maintain good body control.

8)  Frisco Melt 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain outside edge., Have an active stick,
take away time and space, Maintain body control
and posture on transition

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goalies ability to read plays and transition on in tight plays.

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks in the high slot as shown: 1. When the goalie is set at the top of the crease,
the shooter can either pass to either low player. 2. The receiving player can either
deflect the puck or catch and carry it to the middle for a quick shot.  3. Both net front
players play a reasonable rebound.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of the shooter. 2. Vary the pre-shot movement.

GOALIE: 
1. Start at the center goal line and push out to the top of the crease.  2. Make a play
on the shot or pass, using good body control and edge control to make the save or
stay with the play to make the save. 3. Finish the play.

9)  Break-a-Way Giant 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain depth and patience, Dictate the
shooters options

OBJECTIVE: Develop the goaltender's ability to stop break-a-ways when the shooter
is under pressure.

ORGANIZATION: 
5 Shooters lined up as shown, just above the top of the circle: 20 pucks at the center
point: 1. F1 carries the puck along the blue line and makes a pass to any shooter. 2.
Once the shooter has the puck, they go in on a break-a-way.  The F1 back checks. 3.
A new player becomes the passer.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of the passer. 

GOALIE: 
1. Track the intial puck and gap up to aggressive depth once the pass is made. 2. At
base depth, pause your momentum and force the shooter to make the first move. 3.
Make the save.

Post-Practice Comments:
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1)  Session 6 Ice Set-Up 0 min.

KEYPOINTS:
All coaches ready when the zamboni gets on the
ice to begin set-up, Draw creases for each not
outside of the traditional crease, Place pucks
where needed prior to goaltender

OBJECTIVE: Effectively utilize time and ice.

ORGANIZATION: 
4 Nets: 200 Pucks: 10 Borders: 
VARIATION: 
Make sure the net placement makes sense with glass behind the net, be proactive to
make adjustments when needed.
GOALIE: 
Rotate clockwise during stations.

2)  Oak Valley Wrap 8 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Get to the puck quickly, Make flat passes.,
Communicate, Move quickly after passes

OBJECTIVE: Develop goaltenders ability to play dumps and make passes.

ORGANIZATION: 
30 Pucks on the boards at both blue lines: Goalies divided into two halfs. Goalies 1-4
on the left side and goalies 5-8 on the right side:
1. Coach 1 wraps the puck around the boards. 2. The goalies play the puck as shown.
VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of the dump. 2. Add a decision componet. (force a rim or pressure
relief play.)
GOALIE: 
1. After you make the play with the puck as shown, skate fast to your next spot.  2.
When receiving the pass, call for it.

3)  Half Wall Attack 8 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Maintain standing postion for as long as
possible., Read the players options., Achieve
ideal depth on low to high plays. , Cover or
control rebounds, Compete on 2nd chances. 

OBJECTIVE: Work on plays that originate at the wall and attack the net.

ORGANIZATION: 
Player starts with a puck on the wall and makes a pass down to the player below the
goal line.
The player below the goal line has 4 options.
1. Strong side jam.
2. Pass back to the half wall player attacking the net.
3. Carry the puck around the net and try to jam it in far side.
4. Carry the puck around the net and pass to X3 for a quick shot.
All players play a reasonable rebound. 
VARIATION: 
Have X2 start with the puck. 
GOALIE: 
Maintain good positioning and read the play to make good saves. Scan the ice to
know where the shooters are.
Always work to beat passes on your feet.
Have an active stick, Try to deflect passes through the crease.
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4)  Ranford 8 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Steer the initial shot to the corner, Maintain
edges whenever possible, Play with pace

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltenders ability to track the puck behind the net and read
low net drive attacks.
ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks on each dot: 1. F1 shoots short side low. 2. F1 collects the rebound and
immediately moves it to F2 on the other side of the net below the goal line. 2. F2 gets
the pass and either jams it in the short side or moves it back to F1 for a shot.  (1 pass
maximum above the goal line).
VARIATION: 
1. Switch sides after each rep. 
GOALIE: 
1. Start on the corner angle and steer the initial shot to the corner. 2. Fully recover to
standing on the post and track the play from there. 3. Have an active stick and do not
allow any passes through the crease. 

5)  Crow Hop 8 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Track the puck, Patience to read the bounce,
Cover fast

OBJECTIVE: Develop goaltenders ability to play bouncing pucks.

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks: 1 Coach, 1-3 Shooters:  The coach has pucks in his hands and is kneeling
on the ice.  The coach throws the puck so it bounces in front of the goalie. The goalie
has to stop it and cover it.  A shooter is set up in front of the net, the puck can be
thrown through his legs or around him.  Play live rebounds.  
VARIATION: 
1. Add a movement. 2. Use blue pucks to increase the bounce. 3. Vary location of net
front player. 
GOALIE: 
Read the bounce and make a save.  Quickly cover or track the rebound.  

6)  Q 2 on 0 8 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Play with pace, Maintain good depth, Maintain
good body control, Manage all short side shots

OBJECTIVE: Develop the goaltenders ability to play quick attack

ORGANIZATION: 
20 Pucks at the top of each circle: 1 player starts without a puck around the outside of
the circle.  The second player makes a pass down the first player. 2. The receiving
player can shoot to score, shoot for a P.O.P or pass to the net drive player.  
VARIATION: 
1. Allow the puck carrier to drive below the goal line.  2. Add a third option and a
defenseman.
GOALIE: 
1. Start at optimal depth and honor the puck carrier's short side option. 2. Be aware of
the net drive players stick positioning 3. Have an active stick to take away time and
space. 4. Gain necessary momentum to get a push to stop a back door pass.  

7)  King of the Net 10 min.
OBJECTIVE: Create an environment where goalies can compete against each other

ORGANIZATION: 
40-50 Pucks with the coach: 4 players can score on any net: The coach with the
pucks dictates when a new puck comes in:  Shooters must shoot on a different net
each shot (excluding rebounds): After 2 goals against a goalie is out, last goalie
standing wins.
VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of nets and the coach.  2. Start the drill with a shot on goal from
the coach..
GOALIE: 
Win
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Session Foundation Skating Drill Foundation Save Skill Station Traffic
Recovery / 

Lateral 
Mobility

Net Play Rush Compete

Thur. PM 1
Network Edge Work 

Progression
No Net Circuit

Clifford Box 
Skating

Beck 3 Shot
Modified 
Appert

Zone Work w. 
Chest Shot

3 Cone 
Angle

Ice Hog

0 0 3 2 1 4

Fri. AM 2 Adaptive Skating (15 Mins)
No Net Circuit While 

Down
Figure 8 
Passing

Trinket 
Screen

2 Shot 
Recovery

The Seawolf - 
3

TOC Rush 
Prog.

3 V 3

1 Per Station 0 1 3 2 2

Fri. PM 3 Blue Line Lateral Release Add Shots A&W 2 Option Tip
Lone Pine 

Push
The Ranford

Hobey 
Drive

Lassonde 2 
Puck

1 Per Station 0 3 2 3 3

Sat. AM 4 Bantam Transition
Dead Angle POP (Use 
4 groups, NZ dots for 

redline nets) 

RVH 
Technique

Tower 
Traffic

Air Force 2 
Shot

1/2 Wall 
Attack

Q 2v0
Red Wing 
(20 Mins)

1 Per Station 0 3 2 3 4

Sat. PM 5
4 Net Stars Passing - All on 

feet then using RVH

Resting Goalies No 
Net Fundamental 

Saves
Westlund Beck 3 Shot Frisco Melt OSU Jam

Janosz 
Drop

Breakaway 
Giant

As Needed 0 3 2 4 4

Sun. AM 6 Oak Valley Wrap CrowHop
The 

Ranford
1/2 Wall 
Attack

Q 2v0
King of the 

Net
2 3 3 4Shooters Per Station:

Shooters Per Station:

Shooters Per Station:

Shooters Per Station:

Shooters Per Station:

Shooters Per Station:



 
 

Warren Strelow National Goaltending Camp 

Code of Conduct 

1. While you are here, you are representing yourself, team, future teams and country. You 

will hold yourself the highest of standards on and off the ice. 

2. No guests are permitted in hotel rooms at any time.  

3. No agent, advisor or scout contact during the camp. 

4. No phone use is permitted in locker rooms or during team meals. (Team Leaders can 

play music) 

5. Camp dress code, including hats, applies at all times. 

6. All participants must adhere to all State of Michigan and U.S. Federal Laws.  

7. Hotel rooms and facilities must be left clean after each use. Participants are 

responsible for any damage.  

8. Appropriate language will be used at all times. 

9. Any use of illegal substances including any and types of tobacco will result in immediate 

removal from the camp and notification. 

10. Any use of social media deemed inappropriate will result in removal from the camp. 

 

This Code of Conduct is a base standard of behavior for players representing USA Hockey at the 

Warren Strelow National Goaltending Camp.  Any violation or behavior not becoming of USA 

Hockey, as deemed by staff, will result in removal from camp.  
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